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ABSTRACT
This student training.module on,weIding tools is one

of three modules (see CE 032 889-891) on welding developed for
Pie-Apprenticeship Phase 1 Training. (A companiom instructOr:s guide
ig available separately as CE 032 888.) The modules are designed to
introduce trade knowledge and skills to the student. This module
contains a cover sheet listing-module title, goal, and performance
ndicators; study guide /checklist with directions for module
completion; information-sheets,providing details of hand tools.used
in welding; self-assessment; see-assessment answers;pogt;'
assessmentl,and post - assessment answers for the instructor.,Topics
covered.in the module include the hand tools used in welding and the
proper attire that is worn the trade. (KC)
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Goal

The student will be able to identify

and explain the use.of°comaron hand

tools Tn the trade.

nt

Performance Indicators:

The student will 'complete/a Self and

Post Assessment exam, demonstrating

his or her knowledge.
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Study. Guide
7

This guide is to be used as a."blueprint" t'o complete the module. Check off the

following tasks as you complete them.

1. Read the Goals and,Performance Indicators on the cover ofthis
)
module.-

.-

2. Study the Information section. Tnis will provide you with the information

necessary to go on.

3. Complete the Self 'Ass-essment exam and 'compare your answers with those on

. the Self As§essment Answer Sheet.

oe'

4. .Complete the'Post Assessment exam and turn your answers in to your

Anstructor.

k
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Information

The welder makes use of some hand tools whenever welding is done; he or she usually

supplies his or her own,hand tools, which include the following:

'Pliers - -used to handle hot mete= :;-tnegermay be any style that the operator

wishes.

Chipping hammer--used in arc welding to remove slag from the deposited weld

materials. 4 ,

Wire brushes--used by all welders to clean metal before or after welding:, .In

arc welding, ,a combination wire bruSii-- and chipping hammer is commonly used.
O

Strikekrsused in gas welding to ignite the flame. These are sometimes called

sparkers or, sparklighters. The' cup of the striker catches the gas 'mod 'allows Vie

spark good contact-with the gas for easylgnition.

,

Tip Cleaners- are reamers of various sizes, usually in a case. The reamer which

just fits the hole in the tip is inserted in the hole and pulled in and out bnce
on twice. This removes any carbon build-up. A small file -is usually :ncluded in

the cleaner case; brushing the tip's end with this file-is also adrisablk at times.

Wrenches- -there are wrenches expecially designed for removal of welding-tips. from .

the torch. Always use the proper wrench to loosen tip. Under.no circum.stakce

should pliers be used to remove a Welding tip. Pliers quickly ruin the nut on,a.
tip as a softrass is used, and plier pressure distcrt:the nut enough to

cause a_serious.-gasleak.
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Welders are:expected
to be'dress-ed in proper attire for safe Working.

Coveralls,
flame

retardant materials for shirts and pants, such as cotton -or
accom-

panied by sensible leather foot covering, are necessary
clothing. In addition to

basic clothing items, some other. personal' equipment is usually supplied by the
welder and must always be. available for use.

These include:
, 4

Helmet-z-weldinghelmets are necessary to protect the skin and eyes from the arc
light and invisible

ultraviolet and infrared rays which are extremely dangerous.
The helmet has a lens

through which one slees the work. This lens may beaflip-up7,,
lens so that a clear lens is a'vailable for protecting the eyes when chipping.Helmets are required in arc,;MIG and TIG welding. The helmet fits over the head

o

and swings up, out of the way, when not needed. .This leaves, both hands free,

same

thereby making it
.

possible to hold the work and weld at the same time.

Lenses--made of glass and come in diffendt
shades-for different typA of we n

In general,
the following shades are 'recommended:

shade 5--gas welding and light spot welding
shade 6 or 7--gas and arc welding up to 30 amperesshade 8--arc welding up t 5,amperes'
shade 10--arc

from 7 to 200 amijere.s
shade

12-'Larc:welding from 90 to 400 amperes9shade 14--welding at over 400 amperes

_-.A piece of clear plastic or glass called a "cover
glass" is fitted

overthe lens

A

to protect it from splatter., This is
very irieXpensive'and

shoWd be replaced,

I

whenever vision is impaired. When TIG welding, the same lens
selection,suggestions

'apply.

.

Goggles--goggles with lens shade 5 or 60must be worn when welding or cutting with
-gas. Style is a personalchoice.

Some .goggles come with qflip-up
lens so that

a clear lens,
which rests beneath

the,flip-up, is
available for eye protection

when not welding. Clear lens goggles pi- their equivalent must,a1W,ays- be worn-
when

remaying:slag from aweld, grinding or other
processes in which pakicles

tend .to becomAirborne.

I
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GloveSare an tmportant'item in arc welding,-as they Must always be worn to.

Protect your hands frqm ultraviolet rays ancrtpaitering hot metal. Several kinds
of gloves all available. 'As a rule, leather gauntlet types with enough flexibility

tQ permit propel hand movement, provide ample protection. A thinner and more

flexible glove May be used in TIG orgas welding.

Apr4may come in many styles or kindsaccording to the need. These aprons are
usually made of lepther, and may cover only the front of the welder or be two-

, piece and cover the'entire person.. They usually referred to as "leathers"

andare hot and heavy,'but,,offer the best protection from hot metal spatter.

.

Am'

Cap. any light cap 'worn. under thehelMet )s adequate to protect the hair from-hot

.'metal spatter-and burns.,

e
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Complete each statement by writing the appropriate phrase or word in the blank-s
provided.

isused in gas welding to ignite the flame.

2. Soft
is used in welding

tip,nuts.

'4...

aremusedto clean the hole in tips.

5. The higher the amperage, 'the
the lens should be.

6. Helmets are used to protect
skin'and'eyes from arc light,

ultraviolet andrays.
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Self Assessment
Answen

.

1, striker ,

2. brass

3. burns

1. tip cleaners

5. ^darker .'
6. infrared

7. hammers

.
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. ,

post
Assn Ent

Select the word or phrase which corlectly answers the questionor completes the 1

statement and write its ,corresporidiAg letter in the blank provided.

1.

ai

Which tool is used to clean metal before and after welding?
a. wire brush

b.: "striker

c. .peeping hammer

2. ° Which of the following is true of, tip clea rs? .

a. come in s.ingle standard 'size
i..

.b. come in various sizes
,-

.4 b c. used to remove oxygen build-up

3.. When gas welding, one should wear a lens number;

a. shade 5,

b. shade 1

fc:

shade 26

4. -, Goggles should be- worn when:
.

,
.

. ,

..a. Chipping

b. climbing

c. chatting

I

g
should, be used to remove welding tfpi.

a. pliers

b. tip reamers

c.- wrenches

,146
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6. Strikers or ,:sparklighters*are
used in arc welding:'

a. when matches don't work'
b. never

c. whenpot wearing helmets

7. As a rule,
gauntlet gloves.should be_worn.a: asbestos -.

b. leather

c. cotton

ySS

c
8.

are required in arc, MIG and TIG welding.a. strikers

b. st4ade 5 lenses

c. helmets'

-
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Instructor,
Post Assessment Answers

1. a

2.' I)
.

3. a

4. a'

5. c Y.

6. b

c

4.


